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To provide nest of our energy needs, solar energy rust be avaiabfc on a mass scale and able to supply
energy in its various reqired forms - not only as electricity and process heat. Thus, various fuels,
chsnkals and energy rich products and materials should all be available from solar driven processes;
and solar' energy should be capable of transport and storage to ensure continuity of supply.

Endowed with such a repertoire of properties and applications, solar energy can becane \iery similar in
Scope and supply infrastructure to traditional energy sources based on coal, oil, gas and nuclear -
that is, the energy Itself can be gathered where it exists (in this case in sumy areas), then conver-
ted, transported and stored, as required, ready for use. Unlike most current fossil and nuclear sour-
ces, howeyer, solar energy has an added advantage of being utiiizable on small or large scale. On
the other hand, just as for irost energy sources, there is an advantage of size of s. "tern when using
nost forms of solar energy.

The properties of paraboloidal dishes present these collectors as princ candidates for satisfying tlie
solar drive conditions to effect the various energy conversion processes inplied by the widespread
nature of energy supply in its various forms., .Dishes retain very high conversion efficiencies up to
and beyond 100CPC, adequate to drive nost conversion processes of interest with good economics. The
ubiquitous nature of relevant applications will ensure that resources expended in one area have relev-
ance to others. Development processes can therefore be speeded up and become more economical through
integration of effort and resources; the wide areas of application can ensure production economies.

Various relevant aspects of dish deployment are considered :

. Dish and Array Configuration and Properties

Relationship to existing land values and use
Ability to retain certain land use practices
tayout and shading economics; effects of size of system; tojxWogy
The importance and influence of construction materials
Minimi!) material, manufacturing energy and installation energy use

. Systan Inrlcmentation and Installation
Requirements for iirplarcnting systems - 'experts' and 'consultonts' from other leclinologies
Focus on factors and essentials which promote, achieve and enhance economic viability
Translating hardware designs to effective, economical installed systens - problems involved
Transcending traditional power system design and installation work practices, especially:

reducing construction overheads
taking account of sensitive syst.en parameters
inplatKnting al1 practicable means for cost reduction
evolving new design, construction and work practices and standards to suit solar systais
avoiding unnecessary erabellishnents - retaining bask sinplielty and essentials only.

. Applications of Dish Systems - Current and Potential

Solar Tlienral Electricity and Process Heat Supply
Waste heat utilization; Cogeneration; topping and bottoming cycles

Concentrating Photovolthics
Combined Solar Themel/ConcenUating Pholovoltaics

Developments driven by cost-effertiveness of one or- other cwiponent, vs. size of system
Solar Driven Ttatnodieniical Systems

Practicable collection of solar energy from vast areas
Amonia system advantages; Other tliernochonical systems
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Solar gasification of fossil Materials and of bionass
Syngas production
Liquid and Gaseous fuels

Solar driven production of chairicals
Detoxification of hazardous materials
Water purification and desalination

Solar/Fossil canbined systems

Energy Storage and Transport Means and Mechanisms - Baseload supply of solar energy
Stiort term storage to handle cloud "transients; to shift supply to natch danand peaks
Use of Rossi 1 back-up fuel vs. solar storage
Achieving solar baseload supply via thermal and thennocnanical storage

Solar Production of Hydrogen
Problematic nature of any electrolytic process - economic-wise
Solar tliernDchanical productron fccm fossil naten'als and bicmass; other neans.

Factors Influencing Economic dtid Technological Viability

Dishes and Collector Arrays
Economy of Size - quantification In relation to dishes and systens
Scale of Production Run
Influence of manufacturing, installation and site procedures and practices
Collector layout/shading considerations
Site effects - topology, wind, soil, climate
Single or nulti-purpose land use prospects
Energy profit ratio/payback period
Geographical decoupling energy collection from storage and utilization
When does thernDchemical conversion and transport supercede thermal?

Systems with and Without Cogeneration
Benefits oi multipurpose outputs; topping ind bottoming cycles
Ready achievanent of cogeneration system;; incl. water purification, salt production

Tbermxhamcal Systems with Multi-Product Output
Solar annDnia electricity production; NH3 production; rare gases; H2; Og; urea etc.

Economically Assessing and Achieving Viability of Systems

There is no guarantee that credits will be given for avoided COg emissions, consequently:
Should adopt a conservative stance and -
Aim to achieve cost-ccnpetitiveness with other energy sources on their terms;
Prarote invention; R & D;
Enploy all means for avoiding costs and achieving simplification of systems;
Installing solar systems idiere climatic conditions are favourable while systeiis develop;
Fundamentally change and shorten the path frcni raw material to finished product;
Employ co-generation to maxinun practicable extent to maximise output product values;
Achieve credibility by implementing Base-Load solar systans.

Why dish systems have the potential to satisfy the above results.

Economic Benefits

5olar Tlienral/Thenrochemical Systans based on Dishes can enploy existing Industry: were serious
development to proceed, industrial development rivalling the rotor industry could evolve.
Development of Associated Services, Manufacturing Industry and Infrastructures would include:

Systan design; Production; Installation; Operation and Maintenance; Cogeneration Plant;
Enploynent opportunities in all the above.

Future Prospects

Inproving economic viability - faipeting fully with traditional sources of energy
Enhanced size, configuration and Scope of Application of Systais
New Conbinations and Configurations of Solar Technology
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